
PELCO FISHEYE CAMERA
Delivering Superior Situational Awareness with Smart Analytics Powered by Motorola Solutions

The Pelco Fisheye Camera features built-in AI-powered Pelco Smart Analytics which detect critical events and help increase security teams’ productivity by 
expediting real-time responses and forensic investigations. This new panoramic camera is a cost-effective and easy-to-install solution that provides 360 
degree views of large areas from a single vantage point, bringing superior situational awareness free from any blind spots. With a sleek, low-profile design 
the fisheye camera provides a discreet video security solution. Facilities such as schools, retailers, commercial buildings, casinos, hotels and airports or 
train platforms can also leverage the camera’s high-resolution video to observe daily activities and optimize operational efficiencies. The Pelco Fisheye 
Camera includes a 5-year, industry-leading warranty.

BUILT-IN ANALYTICS 
Brings higher accuracy, 
detection and classification 
of people and objects through 
Pelco Smart Analytics. 

360 DEGREE PANORAMIC VIEWS 
Provides 360 degree coverage from 
a single vantage point requiring  
fewer cameras.  

WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE 
Captures detail in scenes with 
both very bright and very dark 
areas to maximize image quality.  

ADAPTIVE IR TECHNOLOGY1 
Provides security detail in total 
darkness even as objects  
approach the camera. 

PELCO SMART  
COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY 
Reduces bandwidth and storage 
needs with Pelco Smart Compression 
technology without compromising 
image quality.

SLEEK, LOW-PROFILE  
& EASY-TO-INSTALL 
Offers a discreet video security solution 
with a paintable front plate2 that can 
blend in with interior aesthetics, with 
quick and simple installation.   

VANDAL & WATER-RESISTANT 
Rated IK10 for vandal resistance 
and IP66/67 Type 4X for water 
resistance1, enabling use in  
harsh environments.

ONVIF COMPLIANT 
Enables connectivity to Pelco 
VideoXpert® and other leading 
Video Management Systems  
and is ONVIF Profile S, G and  
T compliant. 

AUDIO RECORDING 
Offers optional audio recording 
capability for additional 
evidentiary detail with a built-
in microphone.  

1 Available on surface mount only. 2 Available on in-ceiling mount only.
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For more information visit pelco.com/fisheye

5-YEAR WARRANTY

8 MP 12 MP


